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A variety of accessories

in addition to the EP095S control unit, may complete the installation of a single automated range, thus allowing immediate operation and full integration with other units of
Multi-Pull system.



EP096AF 40 microphones

EP096-AF

EP096-AT

is a robust aluminium device with 40 Ohms impedance and with a very large frequency
response. It is most appropriate for grounds where important competitions are held.



EP096AF 8 microphones

is a device with 8 Ohm impedance, maximum sensitivity at 1kHz and a rated power of
8 W. It’s the best if price is compared with quality.



EP096AT tripod to hold up microphone

is usually situated in front of every shooting stand. It is a robust support with a
pleasant aspect and very practical because it is possible to split it in two ways with a
small volume. This product feature allows cost saving for shipment and facilitate the
installation on the shooting range. The tripod can be supplied with the following options:
Option – C:

waterproof plug and corresponding waterproof socket which has to be
fixed at 20 cm above ground level on a turret, supplied with the tripod.
So that the tripod itself can be removed and plugged in a different
socket positioned for another discipline [as required for Skeet, for instance, or for Olympic Trench] or properly stored when not in use.

Option – L:

waterproof lamp-holder with a 3W lamp, that signals which stand is the
active stand, that is the stand where the call from the shooter shooting
next is expected. It favour athlete’s concentration in case of no-bird.
This lamp is driven directly from the EP095S control unit, and the cable
interface box EP096I1-S.

Option – P:

push-button for No-Bird. This product feature simplify the target repetition, mainly when it is in use the coin box, that is the shooting range
is used without personnel. It is necessary for the Skeet discipline because the shooting stands are far from the place where normally is installed the control unit.

Option – V:

adjustable height from 80 cm. to 120 cm. to adapt the tripod to different habits of shooter. This option it’s important in shooting ranges
where normally there is a strong wind that can trouble the correct reception of call of shooter from the microphone. In this case it’s possible to adjust the distance from the shooter to the microphone for a perfect operation of the range.
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